has included an Editorial Introduction to the symposium, and its links with the first international conference on work discussion held in Vienna in 2016. I shall focus my Editorial on the subjects of the first three articles and leave the Work Discussion Symposium to speak for itself. A second Symposium will follow very soon in Issue 2 of this volume, and will take the same format.
course of editing the paper which she and Caron and Steigleder have written. The article includes quotes and illustrations from some new observation teachers, and it would be most interesting to read more about the process of becoming an infant observation teacher/supervisor, with, if possible, vignettes from seminars as illustrations.
The Work Discussion Symposium took place in Vienna and included Professor Gertraud Diem-Wille as Michael Rustin mentions. Here we are publishing her paper on parent infant psychotherapy. Diem-Wille is an experienced parent infant psychotherapist and her clear account with its detailed clinical example emphasises the opportunity offered for brief psychoanalytically work with parents and young children. Her paper, as its title indicates, looks at the baby as a catalyst revealing unconscious conflicts between parents, and, in the example given, leads on to further analytic work with mother.
Gerd Randi Abrahamsen has been teaching nursery teachers at the University of Stavanger, in Norway for many years. Her paper 'Up against the wall' is the result of noticing, by her own observation, and that of others, those moments when a small child seems to need to remove him or herself and to find some kind of support for the backbone. Abrahmsen's discussion of this phenomenon has led to a really fascinating paper and to thinking about how and why it happens.
We have included, at the end of this issue, a description by two delegates from Athens, of their thoughts about the eighth Tavistock International Conference for teachers of infant observation which took place in London from 3oth August to 1st September 2018. Articles from this conference will be published in the third 2018 issue of the Journal and in the early issues of 2019.
I hope very much that this abundance of submissions will encourage more authors to submit their papers which can include observations of other age groups, as well as babies and toddlers, more on aspects of work discussion, and, I hope, further articles on aspects of teaching infant and young child observation, where there is so much to think about.
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